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Fund Prices/Mvmts
Heritage Fund 99.2 29.6
Alpha Fund 66.4 Stdy
Beta Fund 52.0 Stdy
Chi Fund 63.1 Stdy
Line Fund       103.9  Stdy

Rec’d Fund     78.5 8.9
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Results in Review
MAFL Funds
It was a round that
promised delight and
threatened disaster.
In the end, it delivered a
little of each, leaving most
Investors up by between 9
and 30%.
Amongst the games in
which we had bets only
Friday night’s Freo v Pies
contest was in doubt for a
significant proportion of
the match. In the end, Freo
won by 24 points.
The other relevant
contests produced
margins of 76 points for
Port over the Roos, 78
points for the Hawks over
the Blues, 80 points for the
Tigers over the Demons,
and 108 points for the
Saints over the Dons
(sufficient, as it turned out,
for the Saints to move into
4th, knocking the Crows
into 5th and making their
earlier comments about
taking it up to the Cats
look embarrassingly
presumptuous).
Here’s how each of the
portfolios now look:
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Surprisal

The fact that Investors made
a profit probably tipped you
off to the fact that this week
was, in surprisal terms,
officially “Unpredictable”.

There have been 7 such
rounds this year and all but 2
of them have been profitable
for Investors with the
Recommended Portfolio.

Such late-season
unpredictability has gone
some way towards moving
the average surprisal per
game for season 2008 closer
to that for recent seasons.

Excluding draws, the average
surprisals per game for
season 2008 is 0.871. For the
2007 home-and-away season
it was 0.922, for 2006 it was
0.880, and for 2005 it was 0.924.

So, you might well ask, which teams have been responsible for producing surprise this season?

The table below is an update of the one we looked at after Round 14.

Carlton, it turns out, is the team whose results have been most surprising this year. On average each of the
games in which they participated generated 1.15 bits of surprisal, an average that was 0.13 bits higher than
the 2nd-placed Collingwood.

Carlton’s 1.15 average came from a combination of the average 1.39 bits of surprisal associated with their 10
wins and the average 0.95 bits of surprisal associated with their 12 losses.

In contrast, Geelong  is the team whose results were least surprising. On average their games generated just
0.43 bits of surprisal, this coming from an average 0.34 bits of surprisal for their 21 wins and 2.28 bits of
surprisal for their solitary loss.
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The award for “Team Whose Victories Were Most Surprising” goes to Melbourne. Their 3 wins yielded an
average of 1.78 bits of surprisal. The Eagles were runners-up for this award, managing an average of 1.60
bits across their 4 victories.

Finally, the award for “Team Whose Losses Were Most Surprising” goes to the Cats. As noted earlier, their
one loss generated 2.28 bits of surprisal. The runner-up for this award was Hawthorn who averaged 1.73
bits of surprisal across their 5 losses.

Tipping
Despite only 4 favourites winning this week, MAFL Tipsters averaged 5.12 correct
tips this weekend, the eleventh highest average of the season. The victories of
Fremantle, Port Adelaide and Adelaide did most to reduce the average.

The standard deviation, however, was just 0.45 tips, which is the smallest
we’ve seen all season. This is reflected in the table at right showing the
distribution of tipping performances this week and showing a huge
concentration at 5 tips out of 8.

Quila  recorded  the  week’s  best  result  of  7  from  8  while  MM8  and  MM9
recorded the week’s worst result of just 4 from 8.

This year, as for the previous two, BKB has won our tipping competition. Its score of 127 from 176 (72.2%)
is testimony to the predictability that we’ve already noted has prevailed this year.

Chi, along with CTL, has finished 2nd, scoring 121 from 176 (68.8%), a performance that would have been
good enough for 1st in just about any other year.

Third position has gone to Shadow on 120 from 176 (68.2%), which you’d surely agree is a great
performance for a dog, especially one that doesn’t exist.

Last position is filled jointly by MM40, MM41 and MM44 all on a neat 100 from 176 (56.8%).

As ever running totals for all tipsters appear in pictorial form in the Appendix.

In looking at the MM, SMM, UM and SUM results, a couple of things are worthy of note:

Across the 43 MM models, MM15 and MM16 were once again amongst the best. This year they
scored 115 and 116 respectively; last year they each scored 113½. (Nonetheless, a 1 unit bet on all of
MM16’s tips would have produced a loss of $10.87 this year.)
Most of the SMM models outperformed the MM models, with both the simplest (ie those combining
relatively few underlying MM models, such as SMM3) and the most complex (ie those combining
many MM models, such as SMM33) performing particularly well.
As predicted at the start of the season, the Simplified Über Model has outperformed the Über Model,
almost certainly because the Über Model has been ‘overfitted’ to previous seasons’ results and so
generalised poorly to this season’s results.
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Team Quarter-by-Quarter Analysis
Here are the final team quarter-by-quarter results.

Accordingly, let me proclaim the following Premiers, Runners-Up and Wooden Spooners for the 8
Alternative Premierships.

Before we leave the Alternative Premierships for another year, a couple of other things worthy of mention
are:

Carlton’s inconsistency: 3rd best in Q1 performance, 6th best in Q4 performance, yet only 13th best in
Q2 and 4th best in Q3 performances.
Richmond would have made the 8 if all matches finished at three-quarter time.
Sydney and the Roos both need to learn how to play 2nd quarters. They finished 10th and 11th

respectively in the During the 2nd Quarter Premiership.
Geelong almost outscored their opponents 2:1 in 3rd quarters this year (they managed 1.88:1).
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Finally, let’s take a look at the Overall Competition.

Geelong wins handily having lost fewer than one quarter per match
so far this season putting them 10½ quarters ahead of the 2nd-
placed Hawks. The Pies finished 3rd, another 4½ quarters further
back.

The Dees collect the Spoon having averaged just over one winning
quarter per game across the season. West Coast finish 2nd-last, 4
quarters ahead of the Dees.

The various correlations are as follows:
Competition points with overall quarters won +0.935.
Competition points with 1st quarters won +0.784.
Competition points with 2nd quarters won +0.680.
Competition points with 3rd quarters won +0.723.
Competition points with 4th quarters won +0.754

Whilst we’re talking quarters, the table at right
shows the position of the eventual winning team
at the end of quarters 1, 2 and 3 (obviously they
were all in the lead at the end of the 4th quarter).

As you can see, in 65% of the games where there
was a result the eventual winner was in the lead
at the end of the 1st quarter. This percentage
increases to 74% at half time and 82% at the end
of the 3rd quarter.

Another way to analyse the quarters is to
look at how the eventual winning team
performed in each quarter. This analysis
appears in the table at left.

Here you can see that the eventual winner
won about 65% of 1st quarters, about 70%
of 2nd quarters, 72% of 3rd quarters, and just
under 75% of 4th quarters.
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Team Ratings Update
This week’s round of huge margins saw 5 teams pick
up more than 4½ ratings points: Port Adelaide
(6.87), St Kilda (5.41), Richmond (5.18), Hawthorn
(5.04) and Sydney (4.53). All recorded victories of 60
points or more.

The three other gainers were Fremantle (2.89),
Geelong (2.22) and Adelaide (0.80).

Combined, these movements, along with the
corresponding ratings point reductions for their
respective opponents, have produced the ratings
table as shown at right. (Also shown there is each
team’s ratings point increase or decrease across the
entire season. Remember that teams start the season
with a rating of 530 + 47% of their end-of-previous
season rating).

So, the teams that comprise the MARS Final 8 are the
same teams that make up the competition top 8. Indeed, the top three MARS-rated teams are in the same
order as the competition top 3. Of the remaining 5 teams, none have the same position on the MARS table as
they do on the competition ladder.

Here’s the round-by-round detail of each team’s ratings:

Sydney picked up ratings points this week for the first time in 9 weeks to grab 4th place from St Kilda, who’d
collected almost 14 ratings points in the last 3 rounds.

Looking next at the MARS Rankings, we have the following:

As we noted last week, MARS did quite a good job this year in identifying the quality teams early on. The only
team to move more than a few spots between Round 4 and Round 22 was St Kilda and they did this only in
the last few rounds.
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Here’s the final competition ladder:

St Kilda’s huge victory over Essendon was only just large enough to lift their percentage above Adelaide’s.
Given Essendon’s score of 39 the Saints needed at least 132 points to hurdle the Crows; alternatively, given
the Saints score of 147, they needed to keep the Dons below 53 points. So, either way you look at it, the
Saints made 4th by a bit over 2 goals.

I’d like to draw your attention to a few things in the final table:
Geelong kicked the most goals of any team (392). They also, equal with Brisbane, scored the most
behinds (320). Of their 320 behinds, 88 were rushed, the highest number for any team in the
competition
Melbourne kicked the fewest goals (234) and registered the fewest behinds (225).
Richmond registered the fewest rushed behinds
Only two teams scored fewer goals than behinds: Brisbane and West Coast
Melbourne conceded the most goals (376) and the most behinds (346)
Geelong conceded the fewest goals (237) and the fewest behinds (229)
Only two teams conceded fewer goals than behinds: Adelaide and Sydney
The correlation between competition points and:

o Percentage was +0.95
o Goals For was +0.87
o Behinds For was +0.71
o Points For was +0.89
o Goals Against was -0.81

o Behinds Against was -0.77
o Points Against was -0.82
o Rushed Behinds was +0.16
o Kicking Accuracy was +0.25

Entering the finals then only two teams have a winning streak of 3 games or more: St Kilda whose streak is
exactly 3 games and Geelong whose streak is now 13 games.

The Roos have the longest losing streak of any of the teams participating in the finals. Their losing streak
stands at 2 games.

Speaking of streaks, Richmond certainly finished the season with some momentum, winning their last 3
games, 6 of their last 8 games, and 8 games in the second half of the season. What killed their finals chances
was losing 5 of the last 6 games in the first half of the season.
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To finish off this week let’s have a look at the margins of victory and defeat that each team has produced this
season (see table below right).

Note in particular the records of certain teams in games decided by less than 2 goals:
Fremantle: 0 and 8
Port Adelaide: 0 and 6
The Roos: 5 and 0 (and a draw)
Geelong: 3 and 0
Sydney: 4 and 1 (and a draw)
St Kilda: 4 and 1
Richmond: 4 and 1 (and a draw)

 ‘til Thursday

Tony

31 August 2008
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Appendix 1 : Cumulative Tipping Performance – All Tipsters


